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NIGHTSTICK® LED UPGRADE BRINGS 50% BRIGHTNESS BOOST TO
TWO TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT MODELS
TAC-360XL jumps from 350 to 500 lumens; TAC-460XL jumps from 525 to 800 lumens;
All while size, pricing, weight and runtime remain the same
Selected Nightstick® flashlights are now available with significantly higher brightness due to an internal
upgrade to a new series of CREE® LED emitters.
As of now, the compact Nightstick TAC-360XL Xtreme Lumens™ Metal Tactical Flashlight produces 500
lumens (predecessor models produced 350 lumens) while maintaining a 1.5-hour runtime from 2 CR-123
lithium batteries (included). Its tight and narrow beam delivers a whopping 150-meter of usable light (over
492 feet) from this boosted brightness.
Similarly, a CREE XL-L2 emitter upgrade for the Nightstick TAC-460XL Xtreme Lumens™ Rechargeable
Metal Tactical Flashlight brings its light engine up to 800 lumens (predecessor models produced 525
lumens). Although it is now 50% brighter than before, the increased efficiency still allows this flashlight to
retain the same 2-hour runtime as its predecessor. The TAC-460XL boasts a beam distance rated at 205
meters (over 672 feet) that is powered by a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery (included).
The TAC-460XL tactical flashlight also comes nicely equipped with a charger, both AC & DC power
supplies and a CR-123 Battery Carrier which provides the ability to run from a pair of CR-123 batteries
(not included) as a back-up to the lithium-ion rechargeable battery.
Both upgraded tactical flashlight model housings and tail-caps are made from aircraft-grade 6061-T6
aluminum with a Type III hard anodized finish maximizing durability. These two models uniquely pair their
respective CREE LED emitters with a high-efficiency deep parabolic reflector to optimize beam distance
and to deliver exceptional performance, while maintaining a water rating of IP-X7 waterproof.
“Upgrading lumens on these two tactical flashlights, while keeping size, pricing, weight and run-time the
same is another example of giving customers more as LED technology becomes increasing more
efficient” says Russell Hoppe, Marketing Manager for Nightstick. “Nightstick is making a statement by
immediately passing along increased value, quality and performance while maintaining the lowest price
point in the industry.”
To find a retailer near you, visit: http://www.baycoproducts.com/where-to-buy

ABOUT NIGHTSTICK®
Designed and manufactured by Bayco Products, Inc., Nightstick is a global brand of professional lighting
products, including flashlights, headlamps and Intrinsically Safe lighting solutions that continue to exceed
industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and value. Nightstick’s vast line-up of LED lighting
products deliver optimal performance with real-world applications in mind. With an unwavering
commitment to product quality and exceptional Customer Service, Nightstick is the professional’s only
TM
choice. Life Depends On Light .
ABOUT BAYCO PRODUCTS, INC.
For over 30 years, Bayco Products’ vast array of portable and corded lighting products, have been the
preferred choice of professionals and discriminating consumers. In its 110,000 square foot facility, located
in the Dallas, TX area, Bayco’s dedicated engineering team continually seeks out innovative new product
solutions that provide exceptional day-to-day utility and help maximize user safety. The NIGHTSTICK and
BAYCO brands are established and recognized world-wide as high-performance, high-quality, and highvalue lighting solutions across virtually every industry.
Find us on social media: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, and YouTube.
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